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New composition Supervisory Board Beter Bed Holding N.V.
At the AGM on 25 April 2019 Gabrielle Reijnen was appointed as member of the Supervisory Board of
Beter Bed Holding for a term ending on conclusion of the Annual General Meeting to be held after her
four-year term has elapsed. Furthermore she will take on the role of chair of the Audit Committee. Her
appointment brings Beter Bed Holding a step closer to introducing greater diversity into the composition
of the Supervisory Board.
The Supervisory Board of Beter Bed Holding N.V. also announced that Bart Karis has been chosen to
become chairman. He will succeed Dirk Goeminne who will step down as member and chairman of the
Supervisory Board today. The company and Supervisory Board are grateful to Mr Goeminne for the
manner in which he fulfilled his tasks as member of the Supervisory Board since his appointment in 2010
and later on as chair and thank him for his contribution. In addition, Pieter Boone was appointed vice
chairman of the Supervisory Board.
As of 25 April 2019 the Supervisory Board of Beter Bed Holding N.V. consists of Mr B.E. Karis (chairman),
Mr P.C. Boone (vice chairman), Ms G.E.A. Reijnen, Mr H.C.M. Vermeulen and Mr A. Beyens. Curricula
vitae of the Supervisory Directors are available on the corporate website, www.beterbedholding.com.
Profile
Beter Bed Holding is a European retail organisation that offers its customers the best quality rest at
affordable prices. The organisation will do this through its international retail brands Matratzen
Concord, Beter Bed, Beddenreus, Sängjätten and own wholesaler operation DBC International. All
brands provide the best advice to their customers on all relevant channels including online. In 2018, the
company achieved € 396.3 million sales with a total of 1,009 stores and an increasingly relevant share of
online sales.
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